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Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at high field presents challenges because of the high
specific absorption rate and significant transmit field (B1+) inhomogeneities. Parallel transmission
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MRI offers the ability to correct for both issues at the level of individual radiofrequency (RF)
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selves affected by sequence parameters, such as the RF pulse duration and TR, meaning that an

pulses, but must operate within strict hardware and safety constraints. The constraints are themoverall optimal operating point exists for a given sequence. This work seeks to obtain optimal performance by performing a ‘sequence‐level’ optimization in which pulse sequence parameters are
included as part of an RF shimming calculation. The method is applied to balanced steady‐state
free precession cardiac MRI with the objective of minimizing TR, hence reducing the imaging
duration. Results are demonstrated using an eight‐channel parallel transmit system operating at
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3 T, with an in vivo study carried out on seven male subjects of varying body mass index (BMI).
Compared with single‐channel operation, a mean‐squared‐error shimming approach leads to
reduced imaging durations of 32 ± 3% with simultaneous improvement in flip angle homogeneity
of 32 ± 8% within the myocardium.
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I N T RO D U CT I O N

the altered electromagnetic (EM) conditions when imaging at high
field. Transmit field inhomogeneity is caused by increasing EM interac-

High‐field (≥3 T) cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers

tion between the subject and the radiofrequency (RF) transmit coil at

considerable gains in signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR) and improved blood–

higher Larmor frequencies. Furthermore, higher specific absorption

tissue contrast, provided the optimum flip angle can be realized.1 How-

rate (SAR) is induced in subjects than at lower field, but the same reg-

ever, these gains come with a number of challenges, primarily due to

ulatory limits must be adhered to regardless of field strength. Balanced
steady‐state free precession (bSSFP) sequences are commonly used in

Abbreviations used: BMI, body mass index; bSSFP, balanced steady‐state free
precession; CNR, contrast‐to‐noise ratio; DREAM, dual refocusing echo
acquisition mode; EM, electromagnetic; IEC, International Electrotechnical
Commission; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MSE, minimum squared error;
PTx, parallel transmission; RF, radiofrequency; ROI, region of interest; SAR,
specific absorption rate; SNR, signal‐to‐noise ratio; TEM, transverse
electromagnetic; UHF, ultra‐high field; VCG, vector cardiograph; VOP, virtual
observation point

cardiac MRI, but constraining operation to be within maximum regulatory SAR limits2 can present a serious limitation. An improvement in
SAR efficiency, i.e. the ability to achieve current imaging protocols at
a reduced SAR level or to achieve improved imaging within the maximum SAR limits, would lead to numerous benefits. Flip angles could
be increased to improve contrast, and TRs could be decreased to

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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reduce banding artifacts3 and to shorten scan times. Shorter scan times

the efficiency of the coil. The flip angle, which is also generally spatially

would be greatly beneficial as patient breath‐holds could be reduced

varying, is then defined by the integral:

accordingly. Both transmit field inhomogeneity and SAR levels are subject
dependent so a generic solution cannot be applied that would account

θðr Þ ¼ γ

for these in every scenario — a more tailored methodology is required.
Defining such a methodology for optimally efficient performance on a
subject‐specific basis for bSSFP cardiac MRI is the key aim of this work.
Parallel transmission (PTx) MRI uses multiple independent chan-

τ

∫B

þ
0 1 ðr; tÞdt

0

1

pmax τ γ SðrÞ

(2)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio (rad/μT/s), τ is the pulse duration
and δ1 is the relative duration of a block pulse that generates the same
flip angle with the same peak amplitude pmax ≡ max{|p(t)|} given as:

nels to generate RF fields. ‘RF shimming’4 can then be used to control

τ

δ1 ≡

both magnetic (B1+) and electric components of the RF fields, by
adjusting the relative weighting applied to each channel, often in a subject‐specific way. RF shimming is generally used to improve the homo-

τ

∫ pðtÞdt ¼ δ

¼ γSðr Þ

∫0 pðtÞdt
pmax τ

(3)

It should be noted that for simple excitation pulses of the type

geneity of B1+ and has been demonstrated previously for cardiac

generally used with bSSFP sequences, Equation 2 gives the flip angle

imaging at 3 T using a two‐channel, clinical PTx MRI system.5,6 How-

at the center of the slice and is not limited to low flip angles; we ignore

7

ever, RF shimming can also be used to control SAR by performing a
constrained optimization subject to a strict set of SAR and system

the effect of changing slice profile as the flip angle changes.
For a multi‐channel transmit system, the total B1+ field produced is

power constraints.8 A number of groups have demonstrated the effi-

given by a linear superposition of fields from each channel. We intro-

cacy of SAR‐constrained RF shimming in simulation.7,9–11

duce a vector w of complex channel‐specific weightings referred to

Further constraints commonly encountered when using transmit

as RF shims; the total B1+ is the weighted sum:
Nc

arrays are peak forward power and average power limits from the RF

Bþ
1 tot ðr; tÞ ¼

amplifiers.8,9,12 For the hardware used in this study (and in many
reports in the literature12,13), these limits are easily reached under
standard operation during body imaging. Current RF shimming

∑w B

þ
i 1 i ðr; tÞ

(4)

i¼1

Similarly, the flip angle is a linear sum over all transmit channels,
which may be written as:

approaches concentrate on the homogeneity of the achieved B1+ field
independently from the sequence into which the excitation pulse is

θðrÞ ¼ δ1 pmax τ γ

embedded. This is an issue because the hardware and safety con-

∑

Nc

j¼1 Sj ðr Þwj

(5)

straints on the RF shimming calculation are dependent on the proper-

where Sj(r) is the sensitivity of the jth channel, usually measured using a

ties of the sequence itself. In this work, we explore an extension, which

B1+ map. This may further be written as a matrix–vector product:

we refer to as ‘sequence‐level PTx optimization’, in which the
θ ¼ δ1 pmax τ γ Sw ¼ Sθ w

sequence parameters (RF pulse duration, TR, etc.) are optimized in conjunction with RF shim settings in order to achieve some overall objective. We focus on bSSFP sequences typically used for cardiac MRI with
the overall objective of minimizing TR, which has the advantage of
reducing breath‐hold durations and banding artifacts. 3 T cardiac imaging using an eight‐channel PTx coil is used to demonstrate the method.

(6)

where S is a matrix of the acquired transmit sensitivities for all channels (number of voxels × number of channels), w is a column vector
of complex channel‐specific weighting factors and θ is a vector of
achieved flip angles (length is the number of voxels). In order to simplify the expressions, we define Sθ ≡ θ0S as the sensitivity of the system in units of flip angle, which directly relates the achieved flip

2

METHODS

|

angle to the input weighting factors w for a given pulse p(t).
θ0 ≡ δ1pmaxτγ is the flip angle that would be achieved by waveform

2.1

|

p(t) at unit sensitivity.

Sequence‐level PTx optimization framework

In a typical MRI system architecture, the production of an RF pulse
begins with a low‐level RF waveform p(t) which is amplified and fed
to the coil, which produces a pulsed B1+ field of a certain amplitude
(typically in the μT range) within the object to be imaged. In this work,

2.1.1

|

Hardware constraints

The peak and average power provided by the RF amplifiers are related
to the peak RF pulse amplitude as:

we treat p(t) directly in units of μT and note that there is a hidden scal-

peak power ¼ p2max A

ing factor between the field produced and the voltage signal on the RF

average power ¼ p2max AΔ

generator that can be made explicit if necessary. RF inhomogeneity
and subject‐specific loading effects mean that the true B1+ field may
become spatially variable; hence, we introduce a dimensionless scaling

where A (W/μT2) is a scaling constant related to the efficiency of the
RF chain. Δ is the power duty cycle of the sequence:

factor S(r), referred to here as the transmit sensitivity of the RF coil:
Bþ
1 ðr; tÞ ¼ Sðr ÞpðtÞ

(7)

Δ≡

δ2 τ
TR

(8)

(1)
TR is the repetition time and δ2 is the relative energy of a

S(r) can deviate from the ideal value of unity because of inhomogeneity effects at high RF frequencies, but also due to loading changing

block pulse scaled to have the same flip angle and maximum amplitude as p(t):
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A key issue is normalization of the EM model to match scanning

τ

δ2 ≡

∫0 p2 ðtÞdt
p2max τ

(9)

conditions. There are many possible approaches for normalization,
and the method used must be appropriate for the type of transmit coil

As with δ1, δ2 is an intrinsic property of the RF pulse shape used.
RF shims w act as a multiplier of the RF waveforms; hence the peak
forward power limit Ppeak on each channel (assumed to be equal) can
be translated into a limit on the applied RF shims as:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
  1
Ppeak
wj ≤
∀j
pmax
A

used, which in this work, was an eight‐channel, whole‐body transverse
electromagnetic (TEM) array (described in detail in Vernickel et al17).
The array is built into the bore of the scanner, with elements distributed around the subject, and has a well‐defined ‘quadrature’ (birdcage‐like) setting in which the elements are driven with equal

(10)

amplitude, but 45° phase increments, to give a nominally circularly
polarized field, summarized by the RF shim vector wquad:

and the average power constraint (per channel) Pav as:
  1
wj ≤
pmax

iπðj−1Þ
4

wquad; j ¼ e

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Pav
∀j
AΔ

(11)

limit – a limit on the fractional amount of time for which the amplifier

The EM fields obtained from the model were normalized such that
imaging slice; Q‐matrix elements have units of W/kg/μT. The maximum local SAR (lSARmax) can thus be evaluated as:

2
lSARmax ¼ max fw Qi wg× Bþ
×Δ
1 achieved

can operate irrespective of the power demand. For the amplifiers used
in this work, the value is 50%. This, together with the need to physically fit both the RF pulse and spatial encoding gradients into each
TR period, gives a relation for the minimum achievable TR irrespective
of power or safety limits:
TRmin ¼ max

τ þ tenc

(13)

application of wquad results in an excitation with mean B1+ = 1 μT in the

A final hardware constraint is the RF amplifier gating duty cycle



j ¼ 1; 2; …; 8

(14)

where i is an index over the (compressed) set of Q‐matrices. B1+achieved
is the mean B1+ field in a slice measured experimentally in quadrature
mode:



τ=δ0

i

Bþ
1 achieved ¼ pmax S w quad

(12)

(15)

where the overbar indicates a spatial average over the imaging slice.
where tenc is the time required for spatial encoding (see Figure 1) and

This scaling factor is used to match scanning conditions to the EM

δ0 is the gating duty cycle limit (δ0 = 0.5).

model. The normalization used here is appropriate for an enveloping

2.1.2

in principle other equivalent measurements between the simulation

‘body’‐type coil with a naturally defined ‘quadrature’ mode; however
|

SAR constraints

SAR estimates were obtained from an EM model of the coil loaded

and real world experiment could be used.

with a suitable human model (details are provided later). The resulting
fields were used to compute local 10 g averaged Q‐matrices14,15 from

2.1.3

|

Constrained optimization, PTx case

which SAR for any set of RF shims w can be obtained from the Q‐

The overall aim of the optimization explored in this article is to mini-

matrices by the evaluation of w*Qw (* indicates Hermitian trans-

mize TR subject to the appropriate hardware and safety constraints,

pose).14 A single whole‐body Q‐matrix was also constructed from

and the mean flip angle within the region of interest (ROI) being equal

which whole‐body SAR can be evaluated. The set of Q‐matrices was

to the target flip angle θ0. This may be written as:

compressed using the virtual observation points (VOPs) method16;
two levels of compression were used, as discussed later.

arg minw;τ fTRg
s:t:

constraintsw ðτÞ

(16)

θROI ¼ θ0
where θROI is the mean flip angle within an ROI encompassing the myocardium. The constraints apply to the values of w, but are themselves
functions of the pulse duration τ and TR:
8

2 θ2 δ2 1
>
>
>
maxi fw Qi wg× S wquad × 20 × 2 ×
≤ lSARmax
>
>
γ δ1 τTR
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

2 θ2 δ2 1
>
<
≤ wbSARmax
w Qwb w× S wquad × 20 × 2 ×
γ δ1 τTR
constraintsw ðτÞ :
>
>
  Ppeak δ1 γ
>
>
wj ≤τ pﬃﬃﬃ
>
∀j
>
>
>
A θ0
>
>
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
>
>
>
  pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ δ1 γ
>
>
wj ≤ τTR pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Pav ∀j :
:
θ0 δ2 A

(17)

FIGURE 1

Figure 1 Timing diagram of balanced steady‐state free
precession (bSSFP). The overall sequence TR must be sufficiently long
to include the radiofrequency (RF) pulse and the spatial encoding
gradients. The RF amplifier gating duty cycle limits also constrain
the pulse duration relative to the TR period

lSARmax and wbSARmax are the maximum local and whole‐body SAR
constraints, taken to be the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) normal mode limits of 10 W/kg and 2 W/kg, respectively.2 Note

4 of 15
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that for given τ, the minimum TR is defined by Equation 12, and hence

non‐zero, flip angle bias in this case. In this work we chose an accept-

the constraints are written purely as functions of τ.

able bias of 5% and defined the penalty function as:
(

b
b
θ>5
θ2
b
f θ ¼
b
0
θ≤5

The overall optimization defined in Equation 16 is performed using
a nested approach, with an outer step that optimizes the pulse duration (hence TR) and an inner step that optimizes RF shims w, given

(23)

the constraints for this specific pulse duration. The inner optimization
may be formulated as a classic RF shimming problem. In this work,

which penalizes solutions with bias over 5%.

improvement in flip angle homogeneity is not a specific aim of the optimization; instead we only wish to minimize TR subject to the mean flip

2.1.4

angle being equal to the target. We propose two alternative versions

The same procedure may be followed to determine the optimal oper-

for the inner optimization. The first is to minimize the mean bias in

ating point for a standard (non‐PTx) MRI system. This can be approxi-

the flip angle:

mated with a PTx system by setting w = dwquad, where wquad is a
arg minw ∥jSθ wj−θ0 ∥2ROI
s:t:

constraintsw ðτÞ

|

Constrained optimization, quadrature case

birdcage‐like mode of the transmit coil, as described above. With a
(18)

single‐channel system, we can only vary the scaling parameter d and
cannot affect the flip angle homogeneity within the ROI. Optimized

The bias is the difference between the mean achieved flip angle

single‐channel solutions are generated by performing the minimum

and the target; hence a zero bias solution is optimal. This optimization

bias optimization outlined above. The different constraints can be visu-

has the drawback of not constraining the variance of the flip angle

alized straightforwardly for the quadrature case, as plotted in Figure 2.

within the ROI, potentially resulting in a highly inhomogeneous flip

The blue line depicts the minimum TR for a given pulse duration

angle within the target region (myocardium). Hence the second pro-

(Equation 12) – we seek a solution on this line. The red line represents

posed inner optimization is to minimize the squared difference

minimum TR for each τ when maximum local SAR is 10 W/kg and the

between the achieved flip angle and target within the ROI:

bias is 0%. The black line indicates the peak power constraint – this is

arg minw jj jSθ wj−θ0 ∥2ROI
s:t:

constraintsw ðτÞ

independent of TR and effectively sets a minimum pulse duration. The
(19)

magenta line depicts the average power constraint. The optimum solution for quadrature (single‐channel) operation is given by the green cir-

Since the mean squared error can be expressed as the sum of the

cle. PTx optimization allows us to move further down the blue curve by

variance and the square of the bias,18 optimal solutions for this second

producing lower SAR solutions, hence shifting the lSARmax curve. It

minimization will jointly minimize bias and variance of the flip angle

should be noted that in the PTx case the solution is not easily depicted

within the ROI, but will not necessarily have zero bias. The first optimi-

on a diagram of this type as the solution for each individual transmit

zation is referred to as ‘minimum bias’ and the second as ‘minimum

channel can approach the hardware limits separately, and peak and

squared error’ (MSE).

average power limits become more important.

Neither of the inner optimizations is constrained to produce solutions with zero bias (i.e. θROI ¼ θ0); instead, bias is constrained by using
a penalty function in the outer optimization:
n
 o
arg minτ TR þ f b
θ

(20)


b is a function designed to penalwhere b
θ is the flip angle bias and f θ
ize high bias solutions. The bias is defined in percentage units:
θROI −θ0
b
θ≡
×100
θ0

(21)

The outer optimization is not constrained; instead each evaluation
of the cost function for a candidate pulse duration τ results in a
constrained inner optimization (using either Equation 18 or Equation 19), which will yield some optimal RF shims w with an associated
flip angle bias b
θ. The overall cost of this solution in the outer optimization is the sum of the achieved minimum TR (from Equation 12) and
the penalty function. For the minimum bias optimization, the penalty
function is defined straightforwardly as:

b ¼b
f θ
θ2

(22)

For the MSE optimization, minimization of the squared error leads
to a small, but non‐zero bias; hence we choose to accept a small, but

FIGURE 2

Constraints for quadrature case for one in vivo subject.
Constraints are as indicated in the legend; shaded areas violate one
or more constraints. Solutions along the blue line (minimum TR for
given pulse duration) are sought by the optimization

BEQIRI

2.2

Experimental methods

|

Research ethics committee approval was obtained for the study; all participants gave written informed consent prior to enrolment. Experiments
were performed on a Philips (Best, The Netherlands) Achieva 3 T system
fitted with an in‐built eight‐channel TEM body coil, which replaces the
standard birdcage coil in this scanner. The TEM coil is of a similar size
to a standard birdcage (element lengths, 42 cm); a detailed description
of the design of this coil is given by Vernickel et al.17 The scanner can
control the relative phase and amplitude of each transmit element independently to perform RF shimming. It can also operate in nominal quadrature mode (i.e. a circularly polarized birdcage‐like mode, as described
above) in which phase offsets between each element are fixed. Quadrature operation produces similar results to more standard birdcage RF
coils.19 A bank of eight Analogic (Peabody, MA, USA) AN8134 RF amplifiers is used with the coil. The peak forward power and average power
limits are set to 1 kW and 100 W per channel, respectively, measured
at the scanner filter panel, and the scaling parameter A = 2.5 W/μT2. A
six‐channel cardiac receive coil was used for signal reception.

2.2.1

|

EM simulations

The body transmit array17 was modeled using the time‐domain
Finite Integration Technique20 of CST Microwave Studio (CST AG,
Darmstadt, Germany). The coil model was comprised of conductive
elements modeled as lossy copper metal and all lumped elements were
replaced with 50 Ω sources. This enabled the model to be tuned,
matched and de‐coupled using circuit co‐simulation,21 which was
implemented in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA); the application of this method to our specific transmit coil is described in detail
in Beqiri et al.22 The NORMAN voxel model,23 which has a BMI of
23.5, was placed heart‐centered in the coil (Figure 3A) for this tuning
and matching process, in a similar manner to that performed in the
physical coil.17 Another simulation was produced using the same coil
model with an enlarged version of the NORMAN voxel model
(Figure 3B), which was stretched in the anterior–posterior and left–
right directions in order to emulate a larger male24 with a BMI of 31.

2.2.2
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Imaging experiments

thickness = 8 mm. Single‐slice images were acquired in the four‐chamber view of the heart. A flip angle of 45° was used as this was
recommended for optimal blood tissue contrast in Schär et al.25 Scans
were performed within single breath‐holds with duration depending on
the field of view, the subjects' heart rates and the minimum achieved
TRs, and were retrospectively gated to produce 30 heart phases. The
excitation pulse was a Gaussian pulse with δ1 = 0.53 and δ2 = 0.40. Second‐order B0 shimming was performed using a B0 map‐based method
similar to that described in Schär et al.25 A B0 map (cardiac gated with
gate delay of 300 ms, 3 mm × 3.7 mm resolution, TE = 2.3 ms,
ΔTE = 2.3 ms and TR = 5.8 ms) was acquired in the four‐chamber orientation, and the center frequency for bSSFP was set manually.
Seven male subjects were scanned in total and were matched to
the corresponding SAR model according to their BMI. The first five
subjects had an average mass of 73 kg (BMI = 22 ± 2.2 kg/m2) and
were matched to the smaller NORMAN model. Subjects 6 and 7 had
BMI values of 29 and 31 kg/m2, respectively, and were matched to
the larger NORMAN model.
B1+ mapping used the DREAM method (dual refocusing echo
acquisition mode26) because of its speed. Per‐channel B1+ maps were
acquired for the same slice as the SSFP imaging. DREAM uses a magnetization‐prepared rapid gradient echo read‐out to acquire a single‐
slice B1+ map in a single shot, allowing all channels to be measured in
a breath‐hold with a duration of 11 s. The DREAM sequence is sensitive to flow and will give unreliable B1+ estimates in the blood pool for
cardiac applications. The sequence was triggered to mid‐diastole to
minimize flow effects, and manually drawn ROIs were used to exclude
the blood pool and include only myocardium on the B1+ maps. The
DREAM imaging parameters were as follows: imaging flip angle =
15°; pre‐pulse flip angle = 60°; resolution = 7 mm × 7 mm; slice thickness = 8 mm. Cardiac triggering used a four‐lead vector cardiograph
(VCG) with a 0.5 s additional delay added between each individual
DREAM acquisition to lessen saturation effects and ensure a maximum
of one acquisition per heartbeat. Mapping was performed using linear
combinations of channels to improve SNR.27

2.2.3

|

Numerical optimizations

RF shimming was performed for a bSSFP CINE sequence with the fol-

Computations were performed using Matlab 2014 (The Mathworks) on a

lowing parameters: flip angle = 45°; bandwidth = ~2.7 kHz (read‐out

Dell Precision T5600 Workstation (Round Rock, TX, USA). The outer

duration = ~0.37 ms); tenc = 1.7 ms; resolution = 1.67 mm × 2 mm; slice

unconstrained optimization (Equation 20) was performed using MATLAB's

FIGURE 3

Eight‐channel transverse electromagnetic (TEM) array model with the standard NORMAN voxel model (A) and an enlarged version of
the NORMAN model (B)
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fminsearch function. Each evaluation of the cost function requires solution

up the optimization run time, a number of modifications were made. A

of the inner optimization; fminsearch was chosen for this task because the

set of approximately 800 VOPs (3% overestimate bound) was used for

simplex search algorithm28 it employs does not compute cost function

the evaluation of the constraints during each optimization; reported local

derivatives, hence it uses relatively few function evaluations. Both forms

SAR values for solutions were then calculated with a 1% overestimate set

of constrained inner optimization (Equations 18 and 19) were solved using

for improved accuracy (approximately 3500 VOPs). This modification allows

solver. As

each CVX optimization to take 2–3 s. The ‘variable exchange’ methods

formulated in Equations 18 and 19, both are not convex since they require

above were modified by only computing the optimal z once (i.e. for the first

evaluation of the magnitude of the flip angle distribution |Sθw|. The MSE

iteration of the outer optimization); all subsequent iterations used the same

inner optimization (Equation 19) was solved as a ‘magnitude least

z. As 10–20 iterations are often required to find an optimal z, this represents

29,30

the CVX convex programming interface

32

31

with the SeDuMi

problem and approached using the variable exchange

a large speed‐up. The outer optimization converged within 10 iterations.

method.33 This method seeks to simultaneously optimize the RF shims

For all seven subjects, minimum bias and MSE optimizations were per-

w and an image phase ϕ via the complex variable z = exp(iϕ):

formed, and optimal quadrature mode settings were also computed for

squares’

comparison; imaging using all three sequences was performed. The MSE
arg minw ∥ Sθ w−θ0 °z∥2ROI
s:t:

(24)

constraintsw ðτÞ

optimization was completed within approximately 5 min; the minimum
bias optimization was faster (approximately 3 min); optimized quadra-

where ‘°’ indicates an element‐wise product. The image phase ϕ is initial-

ture (single‐channel) solutions were computed within milliseconds.

ized as the phase of a quadrature‐mode excitation, and then updated to
the phase of the current solution at each iteration of the algorithm until

2.2.4

|

Data and code availability

The minimum bias optimization (Equation 18)

Matlab code, together with an example in vivo B1+ dataset, and rele-

was approached in a similar way by removing the projected image phase

vant data from EM simulations necessary to reproduce the presented

prior to calculation of the mean:

calculations used in the in vivo experiments, are available at https://

32

convergence is reached.

github.com/mriphysics/cardiac_RF_shimming.
arg minw ∥ðSθ wÞ °z −θ0 ∥2ROI
s:t:

constraintsw ðτÞ

(25)

3

|

RESULTS

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. Constrained optimizations
for these types of problems are inherently time intensive as all the con34

straints must be evaluated at each optimization step.

In order to speed

Figure 4 compares simulated B1+ fields in a four‐chamber view of the
heart from both voxel models with those measured in matched

Comparison between measurement and simulation for the B1+ fields in single‐slice, four‐chamber views through the heart for a single
small and single large subject, with the relevant electromagnetic (EM) model. Subtraction images are shown below each case; note that the
simulated and measured maps do not precisely co‐align and voxels not present in both maps are excluded from the subtraction

FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5 Balanced steady‐state free precession (bSSFP) imaging data shown for all subjects for quadrature, minimum bias and minimum squared
error (MSE) shimming. Matched cardiac phases are shown at end diastole
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subjects in vivo. The four‐chamber view is not aligned with the symme-

images demonstrating that the effect does alter contrast particularly

try axis of the coil, so the B1+ maps appear to be left–right asymmetric.

in posterior regions, but does not affect the heart.

The equivalent oblique view was extracted from the simulations for

Optimized RF shim solutions w are shown in Figure 9. Each one of

comparison, and there is qualitative agreement between these. As

the optimized solutions has at least one channel that is limited by the

the subject and model differ in detail, the subtraction images are

average power constraint. It should be noted that the positions of the

masked to only show pixels that are present in the overlap between

constraints are different for each plot because each depends on the opti-

the two maps. Quantitatively, the mean correlation coefficient

mized pulse duration and TR. For the short TR/low pulse amplitude solu-

between acquired and simulated B1+ maps over all subjects and trans-

tions found, the average power constraint is always more limiting. The

mit channels was 0.84 ± 0.04.

quadrature mode solutions are also shown for reference; it should be

Figure 5 shows the in vivo bSSFP imaging data acquired from all

noted that none of these reach hardware limits because they are limited

subjects, with all three imaging scenarios (quadrature, minimum bias

only by SAR, consistent with Figure 2. Figure 10 shows the predicted

and MSE). Figure S1 shows boxplots of the contrast‐to‐noise ratio

local SAR distributions for each of the optimized solutions. The maximum

(CNR) between the myocardium and blood pool within the heart

local SAR is 10 W/kg for all cases because all sequences were run at the

for all the images. Figure 6 shows the TR for each sequence and

shortest possible TR. The RF shimmed results have more spatially sym-

the coefficient of variation of B1+ measured in the heart. The PTx

metric local SAR distributions that are less strongly peaked at single spa-

optimized sequences had shorter TRs; minimum bias shim led to a

tial locations. As a consequence the whole‐body SAR is increased from

reduction in TR of 36 ± 6% compared with the optimized quadrature

0.6 to 0.8 W/kg on average, still below the limit of 2 W/kg (which would

sequence, whereas the MSE shim led to a TR reduction of 32 ± 3%.

have been enforced by the optimization had it applied).

The effect of the reduced TRs was to reduce breath‐hold durations

Finally, all in vivo examples presented used a target flip angle

by the same amount from 11 to 15 s to 6.5–9 s depending on the

θ0 = 45°; however this could in principle be any value. The optimizations

subject.

were re‐run for two subjects (one small, one large) for a range of target

Figure 7 shows the measured in vivo B1+ maps for each of the

flip angles and the results are summarized in Figure 11. The sequence

imaged scenarios. In quadrature mode, the B1+ field is quite variable

optimization (whose main objective is to minimize TR) results in substan-

within the heart – for example in all five smaller subjects, there is a

tial reductions in TR, particularly at higher target flip angles. The spatial

drop in B1+ from the base to the apex of the heart. The mean coeffi-

homogeneity of the achieved flip angle remains relatively constant.

cient of variation is 0.21 (21% variation) for quadrature operation.
The minimum bias shim leads to a worsening in homogeneity for some
subjects. The MSE shim leads to an improvement in homogeneity in all

4
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DISCUSSION

cases (average of 33 ± 8%). Consequently, image quality for the MSE
shim appears to be most consistent. The local nature of the shimming

This study has demonstrated the use of PTx RF shimming to optimize

optimization leads to inhomogeneous B1+ in areas outside the heart, as

at the ‘sequence level’. Other work has focused on the optimization of

visible in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows two selected full field‐of‐view

RF shimming within given (sequence‐specific) parameters.8,9 The

TR (A) and coefficient of variation (B) in B1+ shown for quadrature, minimum bias and minimum squared error (MSE) shimmed solutions.
All sequences had lSARmax =10 W/kg

FIGURE 6
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+
FIGURE 7 B1 maps in the four‐chamber view shown for all subjects for quadrature, minimum bias and minimum squared error (MSE) shimming.
Each map is normalized to the desired B1+ value, so a value of 1.0 is ideal. The region of interest used for optimization is highlighted in each case

translation of results from this type of constrained optimization for a

properties. The example application used in this work is cardiac MRI

given set of hardware and safety constraints to a sequence with other

with bSSFP, and the overall objective was to minimize the sequence

parameters is not straightforward, as the constraints are themselves

TR whilst holding the flip angle within a desired region of interest (in

dependent on sequence parameters, such as RF pulse duration and

this case the heart) constant.

TR. Instead the proposed approach makes these relationships explicit

The proposed numerical optimization has two stages: an outer

and explores RF shimming solutions with different sequence

stage optimizing the sequence parameters (in this case, RF pulse

10 of 15
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FIGURE 8

Full field‐of‐view images for two subjects. The radiofrequency (RF) shimmed solutions (both minimum bias and minimum squared error,
MSE) result in low B1+ in the posterior part of the torso, resulting in low signal (arrows). The image quality for the heart is uncompromised

FIGURE 9

Shim solutions w for each of the subjects for quadrature, minimum bias and minimum squared error (MSE) methods. The shim values w
are complex and dimensionless – the amplitude corresponds to the relative scaling amplitude. They are plotted here on a polar diagram with phases
defined such that quadrature operation is represented as an octagon – equal amplitude on each channel – as for the top row. The maximum and
average power constraints are different for each plot because they depend on the pulse duration, TR and B1+ scaling for each subject, according to
Equation 17. In the shimmed operating regimes, it is always the average power constraint that is the limiting factor. Quadrature operation is specific
absorption rate (SAR) limited, so does not encounter the hardware constraints

duration/TR) and an inner stage that computes optimal RF shim set-

shim that also improved homogeneity with the trade‐off of 5% bias

tings given these sequence parameters. Two separate inner optimiza-

in the achieved flip angle. The imaging study with seven volunteers

tion strategies were explored: one that aimed to achieve the mean

using an eight‐channel PTx system (at 3 T) achieved a mean reduction

desired flip angle within the heart with a 0% bias, and another MSE

in TR of 1.34 ± 0.28 ms with the MSE shim, whilst simultaneously

BEQIRI
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FIGURE 10 Maximum intensity projections through the voxel models of the specific absorption rate (SAR) in W/kg for each solution. The
maximum local SAR is 10 W/kg in all cases. Note that the quadrature solution has an asymmetric SAR distribution which is more uniform for
the optimized solutions. The whole‐body SAR is on average 28% higher for the radiofrequency (RF) shimmed solutions compared with quadrature

reducing the coefficient of variation in B1+ within the heart by 33 ± 8%

respect to the quadrature mode sequences that were also optimized

across all subjects, as shown in Figure 6. The minimum bias shim

using the proposed framework; this was less arbitrary than comparison

resulted in slightly larger TR reductions at a cost of sometimes wors-

with a fixed starting sequence which may be suboptimal. Figure 11

ened homogeneity. The MSE shim was more robust in terms of inter‐

shows that optimization for higher flip angles would lead to larger

subject performance and was always able to produce a substantially

gains in speed when compared with quadrature mode, and the

improved flip angle distribution in the ROI within the given constraints

approach could therefore be used when higher flip angles are needed

and allow a significantly reduced TR. The 5% residual bias level was

to boost in‐flow contrast.35

arbitrarily selected as an acceptable trade‐off and corresponds to a

Increases in scan speed can be attributed to three related effects.

mean difference in flip angle of 2°; this could be eliminated by increas-

The first is that optimization of the sequence parameters leads to a

ing the target flip angle if necessary.

choice of the shortest possible RF pulse duration that can still yield

The reduction in TR obtained from RF shimming translated directly

an acceptable RF shimming solution within constraints. Second, opti-

into reduced imaging durations and consequently reduced breath‐hold

mization of B1+ within a local ROI only around the heart allows RF coil

durations for the subjects being imaged. Improved homogeneity and

elements further from the heart to be ‘turned down’, therefore reduc-

reduced TR are both cited as factors in improving cardiac MRI image

ing their contribution to SAR. This is apparent from the low B1+ in the

5

quality by other studies. As well as reducing imaging durations, others

left and right posterior parts of the torso (Figure 7), and was also noted

have observed that reduced TRs translate to a reduction in severity of

in van den Bergen et al.36 The final related effect is that constrained RF

banding artifacts and banding‐related flow artifacts in cardiac SSFP

shimming tends to change the local SAR distribution to be more uni-

imaging.25 It should be noted that the reductions in TR are quoted with

form. As a result, the ratio of peak local SAR to whole‐body SAR is

12 of 15
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Optimizations for one small (full lines) and one large (broken lines) subject were repeated for multiple target flip angles θ0. TR (A) and
coefficient of variation (B) in B1+ shown for quadrature (blue), minimum bias (magenta) and minimum squared error (MSE) (red). Large reductions in
TR are possible for higher target flip angles. The coefficient of variation remains broadly constant for the MSE method, but is less predictable for
the minimum bias method

FIGURE 11

reduced, and the scan can then be run faster within the limit –

and subjects were selected to correspond either to one or the other

Figure 10 illustrates this effect. It should be noted that whole‐body

of these. Homann et al7 showed that the use of larger (higher BMI)

SAR limits are still respected, and are included in the calculation.

models in a constrained optimization always ensured reduced SAR.

A recent study by Weinberger et al37 compared a local four‐

However such an approach is suboptimal when compared with an

channel transmit array with a birdcage coil for 3 T cardiac imaging.

appropriate matching model for a given subject. The present study

The authors limited local SAR to 20 W/kg, arguing that this limit

is clearly limited in this sense, as it employs only two separate

(applying to 10 s of average SAR) is more appropriate for breath‐held

models and no females – a more extensive set of models, including

cardiac scans than the 6‐min average limit (10 W/kg). Using such a

females, could form the basis for a future study. An alternative

limit with phase‐only shimming, they achieved a TR of 3.8 ms for

approach could be the generation of bespoke EM models38; how-

θ = 60° in the heart, with a coefficient of variation of 0.276. The pres-

ever even in this case validation is difficult. In this work we com-

ent work used θ = 45°; however Figure 11 shows that for a smaller

pared simulated with measured B1+ maps to obtain an approximate

subject, the optimization could achieve TR = 3.1 ms with a coefficient

measure of validity, as has been performed in a number of previous

of variation of 0.175 subject to a SAR limit of 10 W/kg for θ = 60°.

studies by other groups.12,39,40 Doing this in an accurate and quan-

Although the hardware is not identical, the proposed ‘sequence‐level’

titative manner is challenging. For this study in particular, compari-

approach could potentially lead to even better performance when

son of the B1+ maps in the four‐chamber cardiac view is

37

using the four‐channel coil from Weinberger et al.

Weinberger

problematic as this is a double oblique view. We found that the

et al37 also discussed the fact that under current IEC guidelines,2 the

mean correlation over all subjects and transmit channels was

less stringent whole‐body SAR limit of 2 W/kg is the limiting factor

0.84 ± 0.04. Homann et al38 found that even for bespoke EM

for ‘volume RF transmit coils’, whereas the stricter 10 g SAR limit of

models, the standard deviation of differences between model and

10 W/kg applies to ‘local RF transmit coils’. This undoubtedly leads

measurement was on the order of 20%. Errors in SAR models not-

to more conservative operation when using array coils, and also implies

withstanding, there is also an ongoing debate over whether temper-

that when using a normal body coil, the maximum local SAR is likely to

ature rather than SAR should be the constraining factor. This work

be significantly larger than the limit of 10 W/kg applied in this work.

used SAR as the more conventional approach, but the method could

Although the array coil used in this work could potentially be classified

be updated to constrain temperature instead by adopting the ‘T‐

as ‘not local’ since it is embedded into the bore of the magnet, the

matrix’ approach proposed by Boulant et al.41

more stringent rules applying to local SAR were employed. The use

This work used an eight‐channel TEM body coil at 3 T – these

of less strict SAR constraints could easily be adopted into the pre-

types of body array have been used previously for imaging and RF

sented method, and would lead to improved performance compared

shimming at high field.42,43 The coil has elements distributed axially

with the results presented here.

around the magnet bore. This design has good general performance,

The preceding discussion also underscores the importance of

but is not claimed to be optimal for cardiac MRI. Indeed, the proposed

accurate SAR models. Two different sized SAR models were used,

sequence‐level optimization approach is applicable to any PTx coil
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arrangement. Other work on 3 T cardiac MRI using PTx has focused on

solutions and optimal pulse sequence operating points to be jointly

local array coils,44 and other more general numerical studies have pro-

identified. This is particularly useful for the application focused on in

posed alternative body coil designs that may yield better perfor-

this work – cardiac MRI using bSSFP – since the scanner will typically

mance.45 The method could also be applied at ultra‐high field (UHF,

be running at or close to SAR limits as well as peak or average RF

≥7 T) where hardware and SAR limits are often more stringent12,13,46

power limits. A study of seven healthy volunteers using an eight‐chan-

and PTx hardware is more common. Several cardiac MRI studies have

nel body transmit array at 3 T yielded average TR times of 2.90 ms for

already been performed at 7 T47–51 using local array coils and PTx

a fixed read‐out time of 1.7 ms using MSE optimization, a 31% reduc-

pulse design methods (‘spokes’ pulses) to improve B1+ homogeneity

tion compared with the equivalently optimized operating point for a

and robustness to respiration‐induced off‐resonance effects.52,53

single‐channel body coil when running at a local SAR limit of 10 W/kg.

These are complementary to the present work which focuses instead

The method is not limited to any particular field strength or RF coil

on the minimization of TR using RF shimming. Simulation studies have

design and could be modified to use different pulse sequences, or to

indicated that considerable SAR reductions can be achieved using

consider different optimization targets such as contrast to noise, mini-

constrained RF shimming for body imaging at UHF.36 Different optimal

mization of SAR or maximization of B1+ homogeneity.

sequence parameters might be expected if sequence‐level optimization is applied to different hardware with different constraints. One
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pool on the acquired B1 maps. Others have approached the same
problem by adding flow suppressing pre‐pulses to the sequence.55,56
Our results did not show significant flow artifacts in the myocardium,
but such a measure could be taken if necessary. A ‘black‐blood’ B1+
mapping sequence would also allow for more straightforward automated segmentation of the myocardium, which would improve the
workflow. The larger workflow issue is the computation time, which
is currently 3–5 min. Although some steps were taken to reduce this
time to an acceptable level, the current work used the CVX software
package in Matlab, which is not optimized for speed. Other authors
12

have explored significantly more efficient implementations

which

could be adopted to substantially accelerate the inner optimization
step. The outer optimization typically requires a small number of
iterations; in this study, around 10 were used but it was found that
the use of as few as five would have little effect on performance,
making a calculation time of under 3 min for the MSE shim feasible.
Such an optimization could fit into a workflow if other imaging could
be performed during the calculation time, but further computation
speed increases are needed before truly real‐time updates are
possible.
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C O N CL U S I O N

Sequence‐level application of RF shimming has been proposed as a
way of maximizing performance using PTx. The interaction between
sequence parameters and typical hardware and safety constraints has
been made explicit, allowing optimal constrained RF shimming
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